Abstract. In this paper, we introduce the multivariate Bernstein-Schurer-Stancu operators. Then, we state the Volkov-type theorem and investigate the order of convergence by means of modulus of continuity and by Lipschitz class functionals. Moreover, the inverse theorems are studied for the multivariate Stancu variant of Bernstein operators.
INTRODUCTION
The celebrated Bernstein polynomials [16] 
have been the most attractive approximating operators which were studied by various mathematicians and have many applications in mathematics, physics, engineering, economy, etc (see [3] , [4] , [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] , [14] , [15] , [17] , [18] , [19] , [20] , [21] , [23] ) . In the year 1962, Schurer [22] defined the Schurer operators as:
where m, n 2 N, p; q 2 N 0 and˛1;ˇ1;˛2;ˇ2 are real numbers which satisfy the conditions 0 Ä˛1 Äˇ1 and 0 Ä˛2 Äˇ2 and .x; y/ 2 OE0; 1 OE0; 1. Then he obtained the Volkov-theorem (bivariate Bohman-Korovkin theorem) and studied the order of convergence of these operators by means of the first modulus of continuity for two variables functions. It should be noted that, taking p D q D 0 in (1.3), we get the operators investigated in [5] . In 2008, Büyükyazıcı andİbikli introduced the multivariate generalized Bernstein polynomials [6] as: We organize the paper in the following way: In section two, the multivariate Bernstein-Schurer-Stancu operators are introduced and the moments of the operators are calculated. In section three, the Volkov-type theorems are obtained. In section four, we give quantitative results for the error in terms of the modulus of continuiy and the Lipschitz class functionals. In section five, we study inverse theorems of the multivariate Bernstein-Schurer-Stancu operators.
CONSTRUCTION OF THE OPERATORS
We introduce the multivariate Bernstein-Schurer-Stancu operators by B .˛1;:::;˛m/ n;p .f I x 1 ; :::; x m / (2.1)
where˛D .˛1; : : : ;˛m/ be m-tuples real parameters satisfying the conditions˛i 0 .i D 1; : : : ; m/, f be a continuous function on D p WD N m j D1 OE0; p C 1, for fixed p 2 N 0 and .b n / is a sequence of positive real numbers satisfying
It is clear that B .˛1;:::;˛m/ n;p 
.˛1;:::;˛m/ n;p
.t x/ 2 I x 1 ; : : : ; 
Proof. i / It is clear that B 
Then, the proof is completed. iv/ Using (i), (ii) and (iii) we have 
VOLKOV-TYPE APPROXIMATION
In this section, the Volkov-type approximation theorem is proved for the operators B We will use the following Volkov-type approximation theorem to give our main results of this section. 
where t D .t 1 ; : : : ; t m /, x D .x 1 ; : : : ; x m /, then for any function f 2 C R m D 0 , we have
Note that, similar theorem can be stated for the operator .jtj
Thus, the conditions (3.1), (3.2) and (3.3) are satisfied and the proof follows from Theorem 1.
Remark 1. If we choose m D 2 in (2.1), the multivariate Bernstein-Schurer-Stancu operators for f .x 1 ; x 2 / have the following form:
Furthermore, we set the following, in (3.4). According to the above parameters, the convergence of B .˛1;˛2/ n;p .f I x 1 ; x 2 / to f is shown in Figure 1 . 
Moreover, let us choose
in (3.5). According to the above parameters, the convergence of B .˛1;˛2;˛3/ n;p .f I x 1 ; x 2 ; ; x 3 / to f is illustrated in Figure 2 . 
holds, where
Proof. i / From (2.1) we get B .˛1;:::;˛m/ n;p
Then by using (4.1), and then applying Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we geť B .˛1;:::;˛m/ n;p 
Remark 3. In Table 1 , the error of approximation of the function f . 
INVERSE THEOREMS
In this section, we obtain the inverse theorems of multivariate Bernstein-SchurerStancu operators.
Proof. For fixed i D 1; 2; : : : ; m, taking partial derivative of (2.1) with respect to x i we get @B .˛1;:::;˛m/ n;p .f I x 1 ; : : : ; x i ; : : : ;
Now, we get @B .˛1;:::;˛m/ n;p
Then, by triangle inequality, @B .˛1;:::;˛m/ n;p
Using (4.2), we havě @B .˛1;:::;˛m/ n;p
For any pair of points x; y in OE0; 1, we can write Z y xˇ@ B .˛1;:::;˛m/ n;p
By choosing ı n WD 1 n C p , we obtain Z y xˇ@ B .˛1;:::;˛m/ n;p
Then the sequences ı n decreases to zero as n ! 1: Also ı n 1 Ä 2ı n is satisfied for n D 2; 3; . Hence for a given 0 < ı Ä 1 there exists n 2 N such that 
On the other hand, since we have From (5.7), we obtain f 2 Lip . We get the desired result.
In a similar manner, we can state the following theorem: Lip M j j :
